Welcome to Celestial!
Your Intergalatic Journey starts here!
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What do I need to start playing?

To start playing, you’ll need:

- A wallet: either OEC, BSC or a multi-chain wallet from one of our partners, e.g. Token Pocket, C98, Math Wallet. Please check our website for more.
- Some capital, either USDT and/ or CELT and/ or CRYSTAL. More on that later.
- Minimum of 0.01 OKT for gas fees.

How do I connect to the game?

On mobile:
To start playing, you’ll need to find the DApp of Celestial in the wallet you’re using (celt.game) and go inside. It will auto connect.

On PC:
Add metamask (or your wallet of choice) extension to Chrome and import your wallet, then go to celt.game and connect it.
How do I add OEC mainnet in Metamask

In Metamask, go to Settings - Networks - Add Networks
OKExChain mainnet MetaMask configuration parameters:

- **Network name**: OKExChain mainnet
- **New RPC address**: https://exchainrpc.okex.org
- **Chain number**: 66
- **Symbol**: OKT
- **Part chain browser URL**: https://www.oklink.com/okexchain/

How do I start playing? How much is the initial investment?

Depends on how fast you want to get your returns, there’re 3 (not exclusive) possible ways to start investing (start from 0 investment):

- **Slow mode**: Requires no initial investment. You only need to stake your USDT in Reclamation or Financial Centre (withdraw anytime) to get Crystal. You then use Crystal to buy boxes and open boxes to get ships. The cost is 10 crystal per box. Finally stake your ships in Salvaging to get Celt.
• **Medium-speed mode**: Requires some initial investment:
  - Get some Celt from OKEx or CherrySwap (Please check here to find out where to buy Celt)
  - Go to CherrySwap and add Liquidity to the Celt-Usdt pool
  - Stake your Celt-Usdt-Lp in Reclamation and enjoy the super high APY.

• **Fast mode**: Directly buy some Crystal on CherrySwap, then use it to buy ships and start mining!
Where and How do I buy Celt and Crystal?

- **OEC**
  - CEX: OKEx, MEXC, LBank, Bibox, Jubi
  - DEX: CherrySwap, Jswap

- **BSC**
  - CEX: incoming
  - DEX: PancakeSwap

Contract Addresses:

**OEC**
Celt: 0x5Ab622494AB7C5e81911558c9552DBd517F403fb
Crystal: 0xBD87c06D865a3717A16041aCD8d33922e60E85CE

**BSC**
Celt: 0x4f34292f109870d5fdda602bc7e3ae56d520d6e1
Crystal: 0xe93b4fb367f3678a32f28254355f9f6ac000c976

You can add a new token by its contract address:
What is xCelt used for? How long does Speed-up last?

One can accelerate his/her mining speed (up to X3) by staking xCelt. xCelt is obtained by locking Celt for a certain period of time. There are 4 options: 1 month, 3 months, 6 months and 12 months.

One can check how much xcelt needed to achieve X3 speed and decide how much celt to lock and the duration accordingly.

Once xCelt is staked, the speed lasts “forever”. It will decrease a little as the total hash power of the planet increases. More xCelt is required to maintain the accelerated speed, and hence more $CELT needs to be locked. That reduces the selling pressure on the token!
How do I upgrade my ship(s)? How much does it cost?

Go to "Collections" and click on the ship you’d like to upgrade. Note that only gammas and omegas (purple and golden warships) are upgradable.

For example, to upgrade this ship from lv 20 to 21, one would need:

- 7 alphas
- 2 betas and
- 1000 Celt

Note: one can lower the upgrade cost (celt) by lowering the success rate.

Please find a summary of the upgrade costs ($CELT per level):

- lv 1-4: 200 $CELT / lv
- lv 5-9: 400 $CELT / lv
- lv 10-14: 600 $CELT / lv
- lv 15-19: 800 $CELT / lv
- lv 20-24: 1000 $CELT / lv
- lv 25-29: 1200 $CELT / lv
- lv 30: 1400 $CELT / lv
How to get rare NFTs, i.e. Gamma and Omega warships?

One can get rare (gamma and omega) warships by opening boxes. The probabilities are:

- gamma (purple): 1:200
- omega (golden): 1:100,000

Another way of getting gamma+ warships is by buying them on the built-in marketplace. Note that the seller will have to pay 10% fee of their sell price.

How to get a Captain for my ship?

In able to buy a captain/ captains, you need a certain amount of xCelt, minimum 10,000 xCelt. Please find how to get xCelt here.

For example, if you have 50,000 xCelt you can buy maximum 5 Captains. Captains cost 10,000 Celt each in “Mega Factory”.

A Captain increases your damage and defense significantly and possess special skills, therefore boosts your winning chances in the dungeon system.
What is Space Rift and how do I enter one?

Only GAMMA or higher quality Warships with Lv 15 or above are allowed to enter space rift. Please find how to upgrade your ships here.

Every 8 hours the space rift will be open. Only 100 warships are allowed to enter. You need to be fast and a lot of luck. The reward is also significant.

Note: There will be new rules for the space rift system, too be released!

What is Dungeon and how do I enter?

You need at least a gamma or omega warship and/ or a captain to enter a Dungeon. Please check out how to buy a captain below.

Once you satisfy the condition, go to the game and choose a dungeon to enter. You can choose to enter only with your ship(s), or with your ship(s) and captain(s).

Dungeon winners will get $CELT, exp points (to level up your captain(s)) and special items.

Beta version: In each dungeon you will face 3 mobs and 1 final boss, after defeating each mob and seeing your next enemy you will have an option to retreat or continue to fight. If you retreat, your rewards will stay untouched. Should you choose to continue to fight and lose, your rewards decrease significantly!

Official version: To be released!